Thoracic Unilateral Spinal Cord Syndrome Following Neuraxial Anaesthesia for Periprosthetic Knee Fracture: A Case Report
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Abstract
Neuraxial anaesthesia is widely used in surgical procedures; overall, epidural and intrathecal techniques. Nevertheless, several outcomes should be considered. The incidence of neurologic complications after neuraxial anaesthesia is not perfectly clear (0% - 0.08%), although there are several described cases of spinal cord ischemia. We present a case of thoracic unilateral spinal cord syndrome following lumbar spinal puncture for periprosthetic knee fracture. Our patient suffered monoparesis in her left lower limb as well as decreasing of muscle strength and loss of tendon reflexes. The MNR showed left hyperintense intra-cord images from T7 to T12 attributed to spinal cord oedema and a linear hypointensity related to minimal haematic component. What made this case surprising was the fact that spinal anaesthesia was performed between L3 and L4 and the patient did not suffer paraesthesia associated with local anaesthetic injection. She was treated with glucocorticoids, gabapentin and amitriptyline. She also was checked by physical rehabilitators, neurologists and Pain Unit physicians. We have found another case reported in the literature about thoracic cord injury after lumbar spinal puncture. In this paper, we report possible aetiologies according to a review and neurological evolution of the patient seven months later.
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1. Introduction

If there is no contraindication, neuraxial techniques conform to the anaesthetic management of this patient. Its complications range from low entity (insignificant) to life threatening [1] [2] [3].

The pathophysiology of spinal cord injury associated with regional anaesthetic techniques has been reviewed in depth, including that related to mechanical trauma from direct needle/catheter injury or mass lesions, spinal cord ischemia or vascular injury from direct needle/catheter trauma, and neurotoxicity from local anaesthetics, adjuvants, or antiseptics. Specific recommendations are offered that may reduce the likelihood of spinal cord injury associated with regional anaesthetic or interventional pain medicine techniques [4].

2. Case Report

A 69-year-old woman (weight: 80 kg; height 170 cm) was admitted to the hospital for right periprosthetic knee fracture osteosynthesis. Her comorbidities were gastroesophageal reflux, breast cancer and primary knee arthroplasty surgery in 2014. Midazolam 2 mg for premedication and cefazolin 2 g for antibiotic prophylaxis were administered. Ecoguided femoral nerve block was performed helped by neurostimulation and 20 ml of levobupivacaine 0.25% was injected with no incidences. Then, intrathecal puncture was difficult and required three attempts. A forced position was necessary for a long time in lateral decubitus. Finally, an L3 - L4 spinal anaesthesia was performed and clear cerebrospinal fluid reflowed through Withacre 25 G needle so 13 mg of isobaric bupivacaine was administrated. During the technique; the patient presented self-limited paraesthesia not related to local anaesthetic injection. Osteosynthesis was performed in 85 min; no complications were recorded. Her blood pressure and heart rate remained stable. 1250 ml of crystalloid and 500 ml of colloid solution were administrated. Transfusion of blood products was not required. The patient was transferred to the Recovery Unit. At the fourth hour of the immediate postoperative period, motor block was reversed in the broken leg but not in the healthy one. Two hours later, this condition remained with the only improvement she was able to extend her feet. Magnetic nuclear resonance (MNR) was ordered so as to rule out epidural haematoma (EH). The MNR showed left hyperintense intra-cord images from T7 to T12 attributed to spinal cord oedema and a lineal hypointensity related to minimal haematic component (Figure 1). E-driven by the Neurosurgery Department. Dexamethasone 10 mg following 8 mg each 8 hours was started associated with amitriptyline and gabapentin so as to avoid neuropathic pain. The patient was followed by our Neurology department and the pain Unit. The day after, a formal neurologic examination was performed with no deficits in her mental status nor cranial nerves. Motor response and sensitivity were preserved in upper limbs and in her fractured leg. Monoparesis in left lower limb was evidenced in the neurologic exam as well as decrease of muscle strength and
loss of tendon reflexes. Besides, the patient presented absence of pain and temperature perception except for the dermatomes supplied by sacral nerve roots.

A week later a new MNR was performed showing less intra-cord hyperintensity (Figure 2). Neurologic examination on 25th day after the surgery was performed. Her left lower limb monoparesis remained. She presented pain and temperature sensitivity preserved in her foot but she kept diminished muscle strength and loss of tendon reflexes. With the diagnosis of unilateral anterior spinal cord syndrome the patient was discharged from hospital and she was admitted into a rehabilitation centre. Seven months later, the patient has recovered motor function but complete sensitive disorder remains. Nowadays she is able to stand up and she is walking with crutches. She does not suffer fecal incontinence but she needs bladder catheterization.

3. Discussion

Neuraxial anaesthesia is the most commonly used anaesthesia technique for total hip and knee replacement surgery; neuraxial anaesthesia has been associated with lower rate of admission to critical care services, a reduction of surgical site

![Figure 1](image1). First MNR showing left hyperintense intra-cord images from T7 to T12 attributed to spinal cord oedema (red circle in (a) and blue arrows in (b)).

![Figure 2](image2). MNR a week later showing less intra-cord hyperintensity.
infections, less incidence of deep venous thrombosis and a reduction in blood loss compared to general anaesthesia; decreased 30-day morbidity is not clear though [5] [6] [7] [8].

The incidence of postoperative neurological complications after neuraxial anaesthesia stands between 0% - 0.08% [1]. Carpenter et al. performed a study in which they analyzed the incidence of hypotension (33%), bradycardia (13%), nausea (18%), vomiting (7%) and dysrhythmia (2%). Their results indicated that these side effects may be reduced by minimizing peak block height (not above T5), using plain solutions of local anaesthetics and performing spinal puncture at or below L3 - L4 [3].

In our case, after ruling out epidural haematoma, we included as differential diagnosis: 1) spinal cord ischemia, although there was no description of hypotension during surgery and nor other symptoms were related. Besides the injury was located mainly at the posterior portion of the spinal cord; 2) traumatic aetiology, which is improbable as the puncture was performed at L3 - L4; 3) anaesthetic agent toxicity, but there was used an isobaric solution, being less harmful than hyperbaric ones.

A. Ramirez Bermejo et al. describe several cases analyzing possible risk factors and treatments for neuraxial anaesthesia complications, developing a therapeutic protocol. They include eight cases of neuraxial anaesthesia (spinal and epidural) for different surgical procedures; all of them describe paresthesia during the technique and had some type of damage in image tests (MNR). Those who followed a complete treatment had a better recovery than those not being treated. This protocol they applied included methylprednisolone, anti-inflammatory agents, anticonvulsant drugs and tricyclic antidepressants [2].

Our patient’s treatment included dexamethasone in a glucocorticoid dose, gabapentin and amitriptyline. She also was checked and treated by physical rehabilitators, neurologists and doctors from the pain unit.

Costa Fabio also reported a case of a patient having left lower limb paresis without losing sensitivity, after spinal anaesthesia for hip replacement surgery. This patient’s MNR showed a left cord hypointense image at T8 - T11 level concordant to ischemia. Nevertheless the cause remained unclear, it may have been produced by many different factors: intraoperative hypotension, anatomical variations, tranexamic acid use, local anaesthetics toxicity, etc. [1].

Another possible aetiology that must be taken into account is anterior spinal artery syndrome. The anterior spinal artery is supplied mainly by the Adamkiewicz artery, as well as multiple arterial branches. If this artery is occluded, there will be ischemia of the lower two-thirds of the spinal cord. Although there is wide variability in the spinal cord blood supply, we may observe unilateral muscle paralysis with unilateral spinal cord ischemia due to this artery occlusion [1].

We followed the practice advisory on neurologic complications associated to regional anaesthesia and pain medicine published by the America Society of Regional Anaesthesia and Pain Medicine (ASRA) [9], to manage this situation.
4. Conclusions

Severe neurological complications due to neuraxial anaesthesia are not frequent. Aetiology in these cases is not usually clear and it usually has multifactorial causes (patient characteristics, body position during surgery, spinal cord blood supply, and hemodynamic changes).

Early diagnosis is crucial to start the treatment. It is important to consider all possible contributing factors, avoiding focusing on just one cause.

Multidisciplinary management of the patient is essential to get the best outcomes, overall rehabilitation treatment and long term follow-up. So as to manage neurologic complications associated with regional anaesthesia soon and better we consider as a priority to adapt ASRA’s practice advisory to our Centre.
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